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PREFACE

What is this book?
This book aims to convey the fundamentals of bioinformatics to life science students
and researchers. It aims to communicate the computational ideas behind key methods
in bioinformatics to readers without formal college-level computational education. It
is not a “recipe book”: it focuses on the computational ideas and avoids technical
explanation on running bioinformatics programs or searching databases. Our experience and strong belief are that once the computational ideas are grasped, students
will be able to use existing bioinformatics tools more effectively, and can utilize their
understanding to advance their research goals by envisioning new computational goals
and communicating better with computational scientists.
The book consists of self-contained chapters each introducing a basic computational method in bioinformatics along with the biological problems the method
aims to solve. Review questions follow each chapter. An accompanying website
(www.cambridge.org/b4b) containing teaching materials, presentations, questions, and
updates will be of help to students as well as educators.

Who is the audience for the book?
The book is aimed at life science undergraduates; it does not assume that the reader has a
background in mathematics and computer science, but rather introduces mathematical
concepts as they are needed. The book is also appropriate for graduate students and
researchers in life science and for medical students. Each chapter can be studied
individually and used individually in class or for independent reading.
xv
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Preface

Why this book?
In 1998, Stanford professor Michael Levitt reflected that computing has changed
biology forever, even if most biologists did not know it yet. More than a decade
later, many biologists have realized that computational biology is as essential for
this century’s biology as molecular biology was in the last century. Bioinformatics1
has become an essential part of modern biology: biological research would slow down
dramatically if one suddenly withdrew the modern bioinformatics tools such as BLAST
from the arsenal of biologists. We cannot imagine forward-looking biological research
that does not use any of the vast resources that bioinformatics researchers have made
available to the biomedical community.
Bioinformatics resources come in two flavors: databases and algorithms. Thousands
of databases contain information about protein sequences and structures, gene annotations, evolution, drugs, expression profiles, whole genomes and many more kinds of
biological data. Numerous algorithms have been developed to analyze biological data,
and software implementations of many of these algorithms are available to biologists.
Using these resources effectively requires a basic understanding of what bioinformatics is and what it can do: what tools are available, how best to use them and to interpret
their results, and more importantly, what one can reasonably hope to achieve using
bioinformatics even if the relevant tools are not yet available.
Despite this richness of bioinformatics resources and methods, and although sophisticated biomedical researchers draw on these resources extensively, the exposure of
undergraduates in biology and biochemistry, as well as of medical students, to bioinformatics is still in its infancy. The computational education of biologists has hardly
changed in the last 50 years. Most universities still do not offer bioinformatics courses
to life sciences undergraduates, and those that do offer such courses struggle with the
question of how and what to teach to students with limited computational culture. In
the absence of any preparation in computer science, the generation of biologists that
went to universities in the last decade remains poorly prepared for the computational
aspects of work in their own discipline in the decades to come. Similarly, medical
doctors (who will soon have to analyze personal genomes or blood tests that report
thousands of protein levels) are not prepared to meet the computational challenges of
future medicine.
Biomedical students typically have a very basic computational background, which
leads to a serious risk that bioinformatics courses – when offered – will become
technical and uninspired. The software tools are often taught and then used as “black
1

Here and throughout the book, we use the terms bioinformatics and computational biology interchangeably.
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Preface

xvii

boxes,” without deeper understanding of the algorithmic ideas behind them. This can
lead to under-utilization or over-interpretation of the results that such black-box use
produces. Moreover, the students who study bioinformatics at this level will have a
much smaller chance of coming up with computational ideas later in their careers when
they carry out their own biomedical research. It is therefore essential, in our opinion,
that biologists be exposed to deep algorithmic ideas, both in order to make better use
of available tools that rely on these ideas, and in order to be able to develop novel
computational ideas of their own and communicate effectively with computational
biologists later in their careers.
We and others have argued for a revolution in computational education of biologists2
and noted that the mathematical and computational education of other disciplines have
already undergone such revolutions with great success. Physicists went through a
computational revolution 150 years ago, and economists have dramatically upgraded
their computational curriculum in the last 20 years. As a result, paradoxically, the
students in these disciplines are much better prepared for the computational challenges
of modern biomedical research than are biology students. Moreover, whatever little
mathematical background biologists have, it is mainly limited to classical continuous
mathematics (such as Calculus) rather than discrete mathematics and computer science
(e.g. algorithms, machine learning, etc.) that dominate modern bioinformatics. In 2009
we thus came up with a radical prophecy3 that the education of biologists will soon
become as computationally sophisticated as the education of physicists and economists
today. As implausible as this scenario looked a few years ago, leading schools in
bioinformatics education (such as Harvey Mudd or Berkeley) are well on the way
towards this goal.
The time has come for biology education to catch up. Such change may require
revising the contents of basic mathematical courses for life science college students, and
perhaps updating the topics that are taught. Students’ understanding of bioinformatics
will benefit greatly from such a change. In parallel, dedicated bioinformatics classes
and courses should be established, and textbooks appropriate for them should be
developed.
Most undergraduate bioinformatics programs at leading universities involve a
grueling mixture of biological and computational courses that prepare students for
subsequent bioinformatics courses and research. As a result, some undergraduate
bioinformatics courses are too complex even for biology graduate students, let alone
2

3

W. Byalek and D. Botstein. Introductory science and mathematics education for 21st-Century biologists.
Science, 303:788–790, 2004.
P. A. Pevzner. Educating biologists in the 21st century: Bioinformatics scientists versus bioinformatics
technicians. Bioinformatics, 20:2159–2161, 2004.
P. A. Pevzner and R. Shamir. Computing has changed biology – Biology education must catch up. Science,
325:541–542, 2009.
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Preface

undergraduates. This causes a somewhat paradoxical situation on many campuses
today: bioinformatics courses are available, but they are aimed at bioinformatics undergraduates and are not suitable for biology students (undergraduate or graduate). This
leads to the following challenge that, to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been
resolved:
Pedagogical Challenge. Design a bioinformatics course that (i) assumes minimal computational prerequisites, (ii) assumes no knowledge of programming, and (iii) instills in the students
a meaningful understanding of computational ideas and ensures that they are able to apply
them.

This challenge has yet to be answered, but we claim that many ideas in bioinformatics can be explained at an intuitive level that is often difficult to achieve in other
computational fields. For example, it is difficult to explain the mathematics behind
the Ising model of ferromagnetism to a student with limited computational culture,
but it is quite possible to introduce the same student to the algorithmic ideas (Euler
theorem and de Bruijn graphs) behind the genome assembly. Thus, we argue that the
recreational mathematics approach (so brilliantly developed by Martin Gardner and
others) coupled with biological insights is a viable paradigm for introducing biologists
to bioinformatics. This book is an initial step in that direction.

What is in the book?
Each chapter describes the biological motivation for a problem and then outlines a
computational approach to addressing the problem. Chapters can be read separately,
as each introduces any needed computational background beyond basic college-level
knowledge.
The range of biological topics addressed is quite broad: it includes evolution,
genomes, regulatory networks, phylogeny, and more. The computational techniques
used are also diverse, from probability and graphs, combinatorics and statistics to
algorithms and complexity. However, we made an effort to keep the material accessible and avoid complex computational details (those can be filled in by the interested
reader using the references). Figure 1 aims to show for each chapter the biological
topics it touches upon and the computational areas involved in the analysis. Naturally,
many chapters involve multiple biological and computational areas. Not surprisingly,
evolution plays a role in almost all the topics covered, following the famous quote
from Theodosius Dobzhansky, “Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of
evolution.”
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Figure 1 The connections between biological and computational topics for each chapter. The
nodes in the middle are chapters, and edges connect each chapter to the biological topics it
covers (right) and to the computational topics it introduces (left).

The pedagogical approach, the style, the length, and the depth of the introduced
mathematical concepts vary greatly from chapter to chapter. Moreover, even the notation and computational framework describing the same mathematical concepts (e.g.
graph theory) across different chapters may vary. As computer scientists say, this is not
a bug but a feature: we provided the contributors with complete freedom in selecting
the approach that fits their pedagogical goal the best. Indeed, there is no consensus yet
on how to introduce computer science to biologists, and we feel it is important to see
how leading bioinformaticians address the same pedagogical challenge.

How will this book develop?
“Bioinformatics for Biologists” is an evolving book project: we welcome all educators
to contribute to future editions of the book. We envision introduction of computational
culture to the biological education as an ever-expanding and self-organizing process:
starting from the second edition, we will work towards unifying the notation and the
pedagogical framework based on the students’ and instructors’ feedback. Meanwhile,
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Preface

the educators have an option of selecting the specific self-contained chapters they like
for the courses they teach.

How to use this book?
Since chapters are self-contained, each chapter can be studied or taught individually and
chapters can be followed in any order. One can select to cover, for example, a sample
of topics from each of the five biological themes in order to obtain a broader view,
or cover completely one of the themes for a deeper concentration. Review questions
that follow each chapter are helpful to assimilate the material. Additional resources
available at the website will be helpful to teachers in preparing their lectures and to
students in deeper and broader learning.

The book’s website
The book is accompanied by the website www.cambridge.org/b4b containing teaching
materials, presentations, and other updates. These can be of help to students as well as
educators.

Contributors
The scientists who contributed to this book are leading computational biologists who
have ample experience in both research and education. Some are biologists who have
became computational over the years, as their computational research needs developed.
Others have formal computational background and have made the transition into
biology as their research interests and the field developed. All have experienced the
need and the difficulty in conveying computational ideas to biology students, and all
view this as an important problem that justifies the effort of contributing to this book.
They are all committed to the project.
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A COMPUTATIONAL MICRO PRIMER

This introduction is a brief primer on some basic computational concepts that are used
throughout the book. The goal is to provide some initial intuition rather than formal
definitions. The reader is referred to excellent basic books on algorithms which cover these
notions in much greater rigor and depth.

Algorithm
An algorithm is a recipe for carrying out a computational task. For example, every
child learns in elementary school how to perform long addition of two natural
numbers: “add the right-most digits of the two numbers and write down the sum as
the right-most digit of the result. But if the sum is 10 or more, write only the
right-most digit and add the leading digit to the sum of the next two digits to the left,
etc.” We have all learned similar simple procedures for long subtraction,
multiplication and division of two numbers. These are all actually simple algorithms.
Like any algorithm, each is a procedure that works on inputs (two numbers for the
problems above) and produces an output (the result). The same procedure will work
on any input, no matter how long it is. While we can carry out simple algorithms on
small inputs by hand, computers are needed for more complex algorithms or for
longer inputs. As with long addition, a complex task is broken down into simple steps
that can be repeated many times, as needed. Algorithms are often displayed for
human readers in a short form that summarizes their salient features. One aspect of
this simplified representation is that a repeated sequence of steps may be listed
only once.
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Computational complexity
A basic question in studying algorithms is how efficient they are. For a given input,
one can time the computation. Since the time depends on the computer being used, a
better understanding of the algorithm can be gained by counting the operations
(addition, multiplication, comparison, etc.) performed. This number will be different
for different inputs. A common way to evaluate the efficiency of a method is by
considering the number of operations required as a function of the input length. For
example, if an algorithm requires 15n 2 operations on an input of length n, then we
know how many operations will be needed for any input. If we know how many
operations our computer performs per second, we can translate this to the running
time on our machine.

O notation
Suppose our algorithm requires 15n 2 + 20n + 7 operations on an n-long input. As n
grows larger, the contribution of the lower-order terms 20n + 7 will become tiny
compared to the 15n 2 . In fact, as n grows larger, the constant 15 is not very important
when it comes to the rate of growth of the number of operations (although it affects
the run time).1 Computer scientists prefer to focus only on the main trend and
therefore say that an algorithm that takes 15n 2 + 20n + 7 operations requires “O(n 2 )”
time (pronounced “oh of n squared”), or, equivalently, is “an O(n 2 ) algorithm.” This
means that the algorithm’s running time increases quadratically with the input length.2

Polynomial and exponential complexity
Some problems can be solved using any of several algorithms, and the O notation is
used to decide which algorithm is better (i.e. faster). So an O(n) algorithm is better
than an O(n 2 ) algorithm, which in turn is better than an O(2n ) algorithm. This latter
complexity, which is called exponential (since n appears in the exponent), is
1

2

Computer scientists do not worry too much about the difference between n 2 and 100n 2 , but they greatly worry
about the difference between n 3 and 100n 2 . They will typically prefer 100n 2 to n 3 , since for all inputs of
length >100 the latter will require more time.
To be precise, “O(n 2 )” means that the algorithm’s run time grows not more than quadratically. To specify that
the run time is exactly quadratic, complexity theory uses the notation “(n 2 ).” We shall ignore these
differences here.
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particularly nasty: as the problem size changes from n to n + 1, the run time will
double! In contrast, for an O(n) algorithm the run time will grow by O(1), and for an
O(n 2 ) algorithm it will grow by O(2n + 1). So no matter how fast our computer is,
with an algorithm of exponential complexity we shall very quickly run out of
computing time as the problem grows: if the problem size grows from 30 to 40, the
run time will grow 1024-fold! The main distinction is therefore between polynomial
algorithms, i.e. those with complexity O(n c ) for some constant c, and exponential
ones.

NP-completeness
Computer scientists often try to develop the most efficient algorithm possible for a
particular problem. A primary challenge is to find a polynomial algorithm. Many
problems do have such algorithms, and then we worry about making the exponent c
in O(n c ) as small as possible. For many other problems, however, we do not know of
any polynomial algorithm. What can we do when we tackle such a problem in our
research? Computer scientists have identified over the years thousands of problems
that are not known to be polynomial, and in spite of decades of research currently
have only exponential algorithms. On the other hand, so far we do not know how to
prove mathematically that they cannot have a polynomial algorithm. However, we
know that if any single problem in this set of thousands of problems has a polynomial
algorithm, then all of them will have one. So in a sense all these problems are
equivalent. We call such problems NP-complete. Hence, showing that your problem is
NP-complete is a very strong indication that it is hard, and unlikely to have an
algorithm that will solve it exactly in polynomial time for every possible input.3

Tackling hard problems
So what can one do if the problem is hard? If a problem is NP-complete this means
that (as far as we know) it has no algorithm that will solve every instance of the
problem exactly in polynomial time. One possible solution is to develop
approximation algorithms, i.e. algorithms that are polynomial and can approximately
solve the problem, by providing (provably) near-optimal but not necessarily always
optimal solutions. Another possibility is probabilistic algorithms, which solve the
3

Note that there are problems that were proven not to have any polynomial time algorithms, but they are outside
the set of established NP-complete problems.
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problem in polynomial average time while the worst-case run time can still be
exponential. (This would require some assumptions on the probability distribution of
the inputs.) Yet another alternative that is often used in bioinformatics is heuristics –
fast algorithms that aim to provide good solutions in practice, without guaranteeing
the optimality or the near-optimality of the solution. Heuristics are typically
evaluated on the basis of their performance on the real-life problems they were
developed for, without a theoretically proven guarantee for their quality. Finally,
exhaustive algorithms that essentially try all possible solutions can be developed, and
they are often accompanied by a variety of time-saving computational shortcuts.
These algorithms typically require exponential time and thus are only practical for
modest-sized inputs.
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